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The post-apocalypse
just got
post-apocalypticaller.

NO GARBAGE. NO FILLER. JUST THE HOTTEST, COOLEST NEWS AND STRATEGIES STRAIGHT OUTTA THE 'HOOD.

It’s the distant future.
Things aren’t great.
The Robot Wars ended pretty badly for humans,
but a few desperate bands of Resistance fighters
remain.
Among those are Mavra and her faithfully
reprogrammed robot companion Doyle. They are all
that remains of a special operations unit behind
enemy lines. Things look grim, but their success
could turn the tide against the toasters. Giving up
is NOT an option.

Mavra

Doyle

Mavra is your new videogame girl crush. You’ve
never seen a woman
casually kick this quantity
of ass.

What can we say? Doyle
rules! Despite his odd
wardrobe decisions and
unruly red mohawk.

And all while chewing
bubble gum.

Where to first?
The first four stages are
numbered and given difficulty
levels. But you can visit them
in any order you like.
Are we implying there are
more than four stages in
Blazing Chrome? Not at all!
We don’t know what you’re
talking about.

What kind of robot has a
mohawk, anyway?

Mission 1:
Ruins of
East Capital

The Ruins of East Capital are
overrun by toasters and it’s up
to Mavra and Doyle to take out
their boss, a towering skeletal
robot.
You can play the levels in any
order, but this is the best place
to start. It’s easy enough for
new players to get the feel of
the techniques and skills to
kick all those metal asses.
You’ll find some great help and
gadgets along the way, too.
Now get going!

Hangin’ tough
Swing along the beams,
but watch out for these
robo-bugs.
they’ll try to drag you
offscreen and drop you
to your doom.
If they grab you, aim
straight up and shoot
‘em from below.

Proceed with Caution

Start

Take it slow and do your best to
maintain this exo-suit.
If you can keep it intact until the boss
battle, you’ll have one hell of an
advantage. But don’t get too cocky.

Death From Above
Get ready to battle!
This hovering mini-boss aircraft has a
few dirty tricks, but nothing that should
give you too much trouble.
Besides, you’ll soon have some air
support of your own!

One ugly dude
The right tools for the job
Mavra and Doyle have an arsenal at their disposal.
Keep an eye out for supply boxes on the ground, or
dropped from the sky.
Powerups include a laser whip, a charge beam, and
a grenade launcher, as well as a variety of bots to
enhance your abilities.

The boss of Mission 1 is a towering mass of skeletal
robo-parts bristling with weapons and one ugly face,
ready to get blown off!
Shoot him repeatedly in his mouth to stun him and
expose the vulnerable power core in his chest. Then
blast away!

Mission 2:
Supply Train

Intercept and destroy the
supply train? Sounds simple
enough. But to catch up to it,
you’ll need to hop on your
hoverbike.
The first stretch of Mission 2
will push your riding skills to
their limit. Enemies will try
constantly to overtake you
from behind and overhead.
Keep your cool and watch out
for powerups that parachute
in. You’ll want those when you
face this stage’s minibosses.

Doyle and Mavra must cross
an unforgiving desert to reach
their goal and destroy the
enemy weapons facility.

Mission 3:
weapons facility

Besides robot soldiers, they’ll
face quicksand, giant
sandworms, turrets, and
more.
You’ll also find a new type of
exosuit, equipped with a drill
that will destroy obstacles and
enemies alike with a simple
touch.

If you hate getting sand in
your buttcrack, wait till this
sand worm spits corrossive
acid on you. It’s way worse!

No classic game is complete
without a moving-train level!
There are some intense moments
in this train ride, especially as you
approach the boss. Stay on your
guard.

Infiltration

License to drill

You’re in! But things are only going
to get tougher from here. Are you a
bad enough dude to beat the boss?

This exosuit is equipped with a drill. A single touch will
wipe out enemies and obstacles. You’ll need it to access
some of the powerups ahead.

This miniboss is about midway through
the level. When you blow his arms off,
he’ll try to jump on you. Now THAT’s
dedication!
One final miniboss stands between
you and the final boss of mission 2.
Watch out for its bouncing bombs
and massive laser beam!
The final boss will do his best to
fry you with electricity. Watch out
for his ultimate lightning attack!

Da boss
This is a tough one! Take out all six of its weak spots,
then get ready to face its final form: a horrendous
spider-bot!

